Observer strategies in perception of 3-D shape from isotropic textures: developable surfaces.
We document the limitations of isotropic textures in conveying three-dimensional shape. We measured the perceived shape and pitch of upright and pitched corrugated surfaces overlaid with different classes of isotropic textures: patterns containing isotropic texture elements, isotropically filtered noise patterns, and patterns containing ellipses or lines of all orientations. Frequency modulations arising from surface slant were incorrectly interpreted as changes in surface distance, resulting in concavities being misclassified as convexities, and right and left slants as concavities. In addition, images of pitched surfaces exhibited oriented flows that confound surface shape and surface pitch. Observers related oriented flow patterns to particular surface shapes with a bias for perceiving convex surfaces. When concave and convex curvatures were concurrently visible, the number of correct shape classifications increased slightly. Isotropic textures thus convey correct 3-D shapes of developable surfaces only in some conditions, and the same perceptual strategies lead to non-veridical percepts in other conditions.